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Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) has been in news for its strong initiative to adapt 

technology during the pandemic.  This has kept flights and passengers at the airport completely functional 

despite Covid-19 and come whatever may. It is interesting to observe that technology affects every user and 

organization of the airport. It includes impacting passengers even before they leave their homes, operations, 

airlines, government security, and even concessionaires. Smart technology has been implemented in almost 

every point of public interaction. For garage lights, signage track and highlight available parking spots; a camera 

sysystem linked to the airport smartphone app can locate where a car is parked in the garage by its license plate. 

That same app will locate airline terminals, flight gates and food concessions nearby. 

Ground controllers guide jets around terminals and taxiways using 

video cameras feeding images to a control room. Such measures are of 

extreme importance to ensure social distancing while also assuring 

absolute convenience for all those involved in the airport’s daily 

operations.  SGS Technologie admires this approach and we have been 

informed that Bluetooth technology along with video analytics has 

been integrated in the FLL’s systems to anonymously track passenger 

movmovements throughout the terminals . Technology is continuously 

advancing, and it is highly recommended that other sectors, 

government agencies as well as private organizations make the best of 

it. SGS has multiple team of SMEs to help with this. It is good to see sun 

shining at the end of the tunnel irrespective of the incessant progress of 

Covid-19. These are tough times, but they shall pass.

Technology Rescues Aviation Sector

Employment during the pandemic is more complex than what had been imagined. Most employees continued 

to work but from their homes. Remote management  was the new norm. Now, lockdowns have been lifted and 

several companies are compelling employees for returning to work. But there are challenges to this. Seven out 

of 10 employees would still  like to work from home at least part of the time once the pandemic is over, 

according to a survey. And one out of every five would prefer to work from home full-time. So, can the 

management be flexible? Productivity sure has increased among employees of all levels while working from 

hohome. Many employers are looking at keeping employees working remotely with reduced operations in 

physical workspaces — a “hybrid workplace.”  Yet, difficulties are there in managing them remotely.  How can 

you as an employee contribute to the best decision? The simple answer to this is time management. Work from 

home should resemble work from office.  Your liberty should not be an excuse  to work as you like. Remember, 

competition is very high now and steps are being taken to only retain the most productive employees. Hence,  

there is a need to prove your efficiency by not letting  personal interests meddle in  your profession.  Report to 

duduty on time, continuously coordinate and always follow an organized approach. Be it a remote or hybrid 

workspace, work will remain work.

Remote and Hybrid Workspaces



Twilio Makes Another Acquisition: Twilio is acquiring Segment,  a technology 
startup that lets organizations pull customer data from one app into another, by 
way of APIs, and use its platform to better control the movement of that 
customer data. This is even more interesting as SGS has recently partnered with 
Twilio for enabling chat options on the websites we design.

AI AI for Urban Planning: A Doctoral student of UCF (University of Central Florida) 
has developed an artificial intelligence program called the Land-Use 
Configuration Generative Adversarial Network (LUCGAN). This program is made 
to learn the context of an area through human data input and then develop 
solutions for urban planners. It could help in planning new neighborhoods.

ChaCharge for WhatsApp Business: WhatsApp Business allows small and medium 
businesses to chat with customers, provide support and sell products directly. 
But its mother company, Facebook – recently announced that companies will 
be charged for some of its WhatsApp Business chat services. However,  hosting 
services are said to be in the pipeline. 

Sr. Node.JS  Developer – Remote – Jacksonville, FL 
TThe candidate must have 5-8 years of professional work  experience in IT 
development, programming and coding. In addition, relevant 
certifications of development are required along with strong backend 
knowledge of Node JS. Candidates must also have a minimum 
educational qualification of a bachelor’s degree in computer science or 
Mathematics. 

Data Engineer-  1 Year Contract - Jacksonville, FL
SGS SGS Technologie in Jacksonville, FL is looking for a Data Engineer for a 
long-term opportunity with one of our clients. The candidate must have 
10 years of relevant professional work experience. Along with 4+ years of 
experience in Python R, Dot Net as well as web scrapping and data 
extraction using Python. Experience is data warehouse development is 
also required.

Marketing Communication Manager– Remote – Jacksonville, FL
An An experienced, driven, and creative Marketing Communications 
Manager with 5 -7 years of experience is required to raise and sustain 
SGS’ brand awareness in the market. Expertise must be implemented  in 
building awareness for B2B companies to help develop and execute a 
strategy across social, community, influencer relations, internal along 
with customer communications.
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